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On 22 June 2015, the Copyright Amendment (Online

Infringement) Act 2015 (Cth) (the Act) was enacted,

which inserts a new s 115A into the Copyright Act 1968

(Cth). The new section is aimed at tackling online

copyright infringement and will allow the Federal Court

of Australia to order a website blocking injunction

against an internet service provider (ISP).

Key points
• The new s 115A gives the Federal Court of

Australia the power to order an injunction to

require a carriage service provider to take reason-

able steps to disable access to an online location

outside Australia with the primary purpose of

infringing or facilitating infringement of copy-

right.

• Website blocking legislation has been introduced

in other countries, notably in the European Union

and in Singapore. The Act draws upon the prin-

ciples established under this legislation and case

law.

• The Act generally received bipartisan support. The

Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs Legisla-

tion Committee (Senate Committee) issued its

report on the Bill, which recommended that it be

enacted, with only a few small changes.

Background
The possibility of a website blocking power was first

raised by the Australian Government as one of three

proposals contained in the Australian Government’s July

2014 Online Copyright Infringement Discussion Paper1

(Discussion Paper). The Discussion Paper contained

three key proposals aimed at reducing online copyright

infringement, one of which was the introduction of a

provision that would enable rights holders to apply for

an order against ISPs to block access to an internet site

operated outside of Australia, the “dominant purpose” of

which is to infringe copyright. The Discussion Paper

noted that a number of overseas jurisdictions had adopted

a specific injunction power directed at ISPs which

required them to block access to websites.

The Copyright Amendment (Online Infringement)

Bill 2015 was introduced to the House of Representa-

tives on 26 March 2015.

• Upon introduction, the Bill was immediately referred

to the Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs

Legislation Committee for inquiry and report. The

Senate Committee received submissions on the

Bill and held a public hearing on 1 May 2015.2

• The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human

Rights (Human Rights Committee) released its

scrutiny report of the Bill on 13 May 2015.3

• The Senate Committee Report was issued on

11 June 2015,4 which recommended that the Bill

be passed subject to minor amendments and expla-

nation. Following the recommendations of the

Senate Committee Report, the Bill was amended

on 16 June 2015, with a supplementary explana-

tory memorandum aimed at providing additional

clarity.

• The amended Bill was passed by the House of

Representatives on 16 June 2015 and by the

Senate on 22 June 2015.

Summary of the Act
The new s 115A confers power on the Federal Court

of Australia, upon application by a copyright owner, to

order an injunction to require a carriage service provider

(CSP) to take reasonable steps to disable access to an

online location. To make the order, the court must be

satisfied that the CSP provides access to an online

location outside Australia, that the online location infringes

or facilitates the infringement of copyright and that the

primary purpose of the online location is to infringe or

facilitate the infringement of copyright.

An “online location” is not defined, and the Explana-

tory Memorandum explains that the language of the

section has been kept deliberately technologically neu-

tral to catch current and future technologies that facili-

tate the infringement of copyright.5 Recognising that it

is possible to take actions in relation to an Australian
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online location, but difficult to take action against in

relation to an overseas online location, s 115A only

applies to online locations that are outside Australia.

Copyright owners must pursue existing remedies under

the Copyright Act in relation to local websites.

A “primary purpose” is also not defined, and the

Explanatory Memorandum states that this is an inten-

tionally high threshold that will exclude websites that

are mainly operated for a legitimate purpose, but contain

a small percentage of infringing content, such as YouTube

or blooger.com.6 It will also exclude websites that

provide legitimate copyright material overseas, but are

not licensed to distribute that material in Australia (such

as the United States iTunes store).7

The court, in its discretion, may also take into

account a list of factors when determining whether to

grant the injunction. These are:

• the flagrancy of the infringement, or the flagrancy

of the facilitation of the infringement, as referred

to in para (1)(c);

• whether the online location makes available or

contains directories, indexes or categories of the

means to infringe, or facilitate an infringement of,

copyright;

• whether the owner or operator of the online

location demonstrates a disregard for copyright

generally;

• whether access to the online location has been

disabled by orders from any court of another

country or territory on the ground of, or related to,

copyright infringement;

• whether disabling access to the online location is a

proportionate response in the circumstances;

• the impact on any person, or class of persons,

likely to be affected by the grant of the injunction;

• whether it is in the public interest to disable access

to the online location;

• whether the owner of the copyright complied with

subs (4);

• any other remedies available under this Act;

• any other matter prescribed by the regulations; and

• any other relevant matter.

The court has discretion as to which factors to

consider and the weight to be placed on each factor.8

The parties to any action brought under the new

s 115A are the copyright owner, the CSP and the website

operator (if the website operator applies to be joined as

a party). In contrast to the UK website blocking legis-

lation (discussed below), an injunction may be granted

against a CSP in Australia regardless of whether the CSP

has actual knowledge that the operator of the online

location is using its service to infringe copyright.

The copyright owner must notify the CSP and the

operator of the online location of the application, although

the court may dispense with this notice requirement in

certain circumstances, such as if the identity of the

operator cannot be determined or notices cannot be sent.

Under s 115A(9), a CSP is not liable for the costs of

the proceeding unless the CSP takes part in them.

International website blocking provisions
A number of overseas jurisdictions have enacted

website blocking provisions.

Singapore
The Singaporean website blocking provisions were

introduced by the Copyright Amendment Act 2014

(Singapore) and are contained in ss 193DDA–193DDB

of the Singaporean Copyright Act (Ch 63). Prior to the

introduction of its website blocking provisions, the

Singaporean Government engaged in a public consulta-

tion process.9

The Australian provision has been substantially based

on the Singaporean provisions. Under the Singaporean

legislation, the High Court can issue an injunction that

requires a network services provider to take “reasonable

steps to disable access” to a “flagrantly infringing online

location” if it is satisfied that the services of the network

service provider are being used to commit or facilitate

infringement of copyright. The High Court must have

regard to a list of factors in making an order and a

further list of factors in determining whether an online

location is being used to flagrantly commit or facilitate

infringement. A number of these factors are the same as

the factors to be considered in s 115A(5) of the Austra-

lian provision, although there are some differences.

The Singaporean legislation contains a similar pro-

cedure to the Australian s 115A in respect of notification,

dispensing with the requirement for notification and

variation or revocation of an order. However, it contains

a statement that the online location owner has a “right to

be heard”, which is absent from the Australian provi-

sion.

It does not appear that the Singaporean High Court

has handed down any decisions under the new provi-

sions at this time. However, it has been reported that

several industry groups are preparing applications to

block online locations pursuant to the new provisions.10

European Union: Art 8(3) of the Infosoc Directive
Art 8(3) of the European Union Infosoc Directive11

provides that:

Member States shall ensure that right holders are in a
position to apply for an injunction against intermediaries
whose services are used by a third party to infringe a
copyright or related right.
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The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU)

recently considered the scope and requirements of Art 8(3)

in UPC Telekabel Wien GmbH v Constant in Film

Verleih GmbH.12 The CJEU found that a court injunction

under Art 8(3) that requires an ISP to prevent its

customers having access to a particular website is not

required to specify the measures that the ISP must take.

The ISP must take all reasonable measures, provided

that:

• the measures adopted must ensure compliance

with the fundamental right of internet users to

freedom of information. In this respect, the mea-

sures adopted must be strictly targeted and not

affect access to lawful information and internet

users must be able to challenge the measure

adopted; and

• the measures taken have the effect of preventing

unauthorised access, making it difficult, or at least

discouraging internet users from accessing the

protected subject matter. The CJEU recognised

that not all measures that could be taken by an ISP

to block access might be considered “reasonable”.

The means of putting a complete end to infringe-

ment may not exist or may not be, in practice,

achievable.

United Kingdom: s 97A of the Copyright, Designs
and Patents Act 1988

Section 97A of the Copyright, Designs and Patents

Act 1988(UK) implements Art 8(3)of the European

Union Infosoc Directive in the UK. It provides that the

High Court has power to grant an “injunction against a

service provider, where that service provider has actual

knowledge of another person using their service to

infringe copyright”. Since 2010, the courts have ordered

ISPs to block, or at least impede access, to a number of

websites pursuant to s 97A.

Under s 97A, there are four matters that need to be

established for the court to have jurisdiction under s 97A

to make a website blocking order:13

(1) that the ISPs are service providers, (2) that the users
and/or operators of the target websites infringe copyright,
(3) that users and/or the operators of the target websites use
the services of the ISPs to do that, and (4) that the ISPs
have actual knowledge of this. If the jurisdictional require-
ments are satisfied then the court has to consider whether an
order is appropriate and in what terms.

In considering whether the court should exercise its

discretion to make the order, the courts must consider

whether the relief sought is proportionate (whether the

likely costs burden on the ISPs is justified by the efficacy

of the blocking measures and the consequent benefit to

the rights holders).14 Justice Arnold in Cartier15 observed

that the following considerations were particularly impor-

tant when assessing proportionality:

• the comparative importance of the rights that are

engaged and the justifications for interfering with

those rights;

• the availability of alternative measures which are

less onerous;

• the efficacy of the measures which the orders

require to be adopted by the ISPs, and in particular

whether they will seriously discourage the ISPs’

subscribers from accessing the Target Websites;

• the costs associated with those measures and, in

particular, the costs of implementing the mea-

sures;

• the dissuasiveness of those measures; and

• the impact of those measures on lawful users of

the internet.

Initially, the grant of blocking injunctions pursuant to

s 97A was opposed by ISPs, as was the scope of the

injunction to be granted.16 However, as was observed in

a recent decision of Justice Birss,17 following the first

few such decisions the essential principles relating to

s 97A website blocking orders have been settled. The

ISPs have not opposed the making of the orders sought,

but have restricted themselves to negotiating the word-

ing of the orders if the court is minded to grant them.

Many of the orders have been made after consideration

of the applications on the papers.

A number of the orders that have been granted under

s 97A include a notification procedure pursuant to which

the rights holder notifies the ISP of the IP address or

domains and sub-domains from which the named website

operates.18

In 2010, the UK Government introduced ss 17 and 18

of the Digital Economy Act,19 which gave the Secretary

of State the power to introduce regulations about website

blocking injunctions. However, following a review of

the potential efficacy of ss 17 and 18 by Ofcom,20 the

UK Government announced in July 2012 that it would

repeal those sections.21 It considered that the sections

were “unnecessary” in light of the rights holders’

successful use of s 97A.

Ireland: European Union (Copyright and Related
Rights) Regulations 2012 (Statutory Instrument
No 59 of 2012)

In Ireland, the European Union (Copyright and Related

Rights) Regulation 2012 implemented Art 8(3) of the

European Union Infosoc Directive by the introduction of

s 40(5A) into the Copyright and Related Rights Act 2000

(Ireland). Section 40(5A) simply provides that the copy-

right owner may apply to the High Court for an
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injunction against an intermediary to whom Art 9 of the

Infosoc Directive applies. In considering an application,

the court is required to have due regard for the rights of

any person likely to be affected by the grant of such

injunction, and the court is permitted to give such

direction as the court considers appropriate in all of the

circumstances.

The impetus for the 2012 Regulation was the decision

in EMI Record v UPC Communications,22 in which the

High Court found that the legislative basis that would

allow the court to issue a blocking injunction against the

Pirate Bay did not exist under Irish law. That decision

reflected the jurisprudence in the UK s 97A decisions

and Charlton J concluded that were a blocking injunc-

tion power available, he would have granted it. The

copyright owners then brought proceedings against the

Irish government for failing to implement the Directive.

Following the 2012 introduction of s 40(5A), a new

proceeding was brought in an identical fact scenario and

website blocking orders were granted by the High

Court.23 The ISPs indicated that they were neutral on the

application and would submit to any order, although the

ISPs did make some submissions on the form of the draft

order on the question of “over-blocking”.

Key issues raised by stakeholders in
relation to the Australian website blocking
provision

Right to freedom of expression and opinion: the

Human Rights Committee considered that the Australian

legislation engaged with, and limited, the rights of

freedom of opinion and expression. The Committee

accepted that the reduction in accessing online copyright

infringement was a legitimate objective for the purpose

of human rights law and that the measures were ratio-

nally connected to that objective. However, it was

concerned that there could remain issues of proportion-

ality in relation to the scheme.

Fair hearing: the Human Rights Committee was

concerned that the absence of parties that may have their

rights affected by the use of the injunction power (such

as website operators and individuals that use the websites)

may not satisfy the right to a fair hearing. A number of

submissions to the Senate Committee raised concerns

with the effectively ex parte nature of the hearing. The

Senate Committee considered that a landing page would

be an effective means of notifying third parties of the

proceeding. This would inform customers of the reason

that they are unable to access the online location.

Effectiveness of website blocking: a number of

submissions to the Senate Committee expressed concern

that website blocking injunctions were ineffective, because

ISP-level blocking was relatively easy to evade (the

so-called “whack-a-mole” effect). Rights holder groups

cited reasoning and evidence in UK cases, in which site

blocking has been found to be reasonably effective.24

Over-blocking and form of blocking injunction:

there are a number of techniques that can be used to

“block” websites. Some submissions raised concerns

that there may be “over-blocking”, where other non-

infringing websites are blocked in error, such as because

they are hosted at the same IP addresses. Submissions to

the Senate Committee questioned whether the court

should have expert technical guidance on the form of the

injunction or whether it should be left up to CSPs to

decide the form of block. The Supplementary Explana-

tory Memorandum explained that the court would be

able to make appropriate orders in its discretion when

granting an injunction, which could include an order that

the parties establish a “landing page”.

Primary purpose: submissions to the Senate Com-

mittee considered that the “primary purpose” test was

ambiguous or set the threshold too high. The Senate

Committee considered that it was appropriate to have a

high threshold. The Revised Explanatory Memorandum

states that the test would direct the court to consider the

principal activity for which the online location exists

and the principal intention of users of that online

location.25

List of factors to be taken into account: in relation

to the list of factors to be taken into account by the court,

some rights holders argued that the list created too high

a threshold or created too many factors. Other submis-

sions expressed concerns about the absence of factors

such as freedom of expression or fair use. The Bill, as

originally drafted, required that each of the factors must

be taken into account. The Senate Committee recom-

mended, and the government accepted, that the legisla-

tion be amended so that “may” replaced “is to”, in

relation to the list of factors to be taken into account, in

order to clarify that the list of factors is a matter for the

court’s discretion.

Alternatives to site blocking: some submissions to

the Senate Committee suggested alternatives to site

blocking legislation, including digital tools such as

content ID, provisions of better access to legitimate

content, self-help methods such as a notice-and-

takedown scheme and educational notice schemes.

Online locations and VPNs: some submissions to

the Senate Committee considered that “online location”

was ambiguous. Additionally, a number of submissions

raised concerns that the new provisions would be

utilised against virtual private networks (VPNs). While

the Department of Communications stated that VPNs

were not the target of the legislation,26 it explained that

the term was meant to be technology neutral. A particu-

lar online location or technology such as a subdomain or

a VPN would not be either specifically targeted or
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immune from injunction. The Revised Explanatory Memo-

randum states that that the test is not intended to capture

VPNs that are promoted and used for legitimate pur-

poses or merely used to access legitimate copyright

material distributed in a foreign geographic market.27

Costs: the Financial Impact Statement estimated that

CSPs would be liable to an annual cost of approximately

$130,825 in relation to the injunction power. Sec-

tion 115A(9) states that a CSP is not liable for any costs

in relation to a court proceeding unless it chooses to

appear and take part in the proceeding. Many submis-

sions (CSPs and rights holders alike) argued that this

was unclear and/or should be removed from the Bill. A

number of submissions argued that a CSP was akin to an

“innocent third party” in the proceeding and should not

be liable for any costs. The Revised Explanatory Memo-

randum states that s115A(9) is intended to apply where

a CSP chooses not to appear and contest an application

and that it is intended to ensure that a party will not be

penalised and required to bear unnecessary costs where

it is fully cooperating, or not frustrating, proceedings.28

It is open to the court to give appropriate directions as to

the costs of implementing an order.

Conclusion
The Copyright Amendment (Online Infringement)

Act 2015 received bipartisan support as a measure to

address the issue of online piracy. The government

recognised that the Act was one of a range of measures

needed to address this complex issue, and that the

availability of timely and affordable content was also a

key factor in the solution, as was the industry code

currently under negotiation by rights holders and ISPs.

It will be interesting to see the number and type of

cases brought pursuant to s115A. In time, a streamlined

process is likely to be developed and the boundaries of

the power tested. The provisions will certainly benefit

from judicial interpretation and this is likely to be

influenced by the developed jurisprudence in the UK

under s 97A. However, there are differences between the

Australian legislation and the UK legislation and the

Federal Court is likely to develop its own principled

approach.

The government has committed to reviewing the

Act 18 months after its commencement.29 This review

will consider the effectiveness of the new injunction

power at reducing online copyright infringement.
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